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Pedal Aussie Code of Conduct 

 1.1 The Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour entry fee will be refunded if the cyclist is unable to 

participate in the Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour due to death or hospitalisation prior to the 

commencement of the tour. 

 1.2 Should an entrant cancel before entry before the commencement of the Pedal Aussie 

Bicycle Tour, he/she may be entitled to a refund of the entry fee subject to deduction of a 

reasonable cancellation fee. Less than 28 days prior to commencement- no refund. More than 

28 days prior to commencement- 50% refund plus loss of $ 500.00 deposit.  

1.3 The Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour will take place regardless of bad weather and will only be 

cancelled, re-routed, or stopped for reasons of safety. All changes to itinerary are at the 

discretion of the organisers and their decision will be final.  

1.4 Cyclists consent to the use of all photographic or video material (may include internet) 

pertaining to their participation in the Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour made by the organisers or 

their assignees during any activity deemed to be part of the Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour at any 

time in the present or future.  

1.5 The Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour organisers reserve the right to refuse any person’s 

participation on the tour due to safety reasons and inappropriate behaviour towards other 

cyclists or the organisers. In that event the person’s entry fee (or part there-of) will be 

refunded at the discretion of the organisers.  

1.6 Every cyclist shall tour carefully and with due regard to the safety of other cyclists and 

other road users.  

1.7 Every cyclist shall wear a bicycle helmet with the strap securely fastened under his/her 

chin.  

1.8 Every cyclist must have a workable mirror either always attached to a helmet or the bike 

throughout the tour.  

1.9 A cyclist may use a personal music system, for example i-phone, iPad, but must have it at 

a volume where they are able to hear the traffic and be aware of their surrounds.  

1.10 A cyclist may use a personal music system, at camp, but must have it at a volume where 

they are able to be aware of their surrounds and not have any issues associated with other 

campers.  

1.11 A cyclist shall not use foul or offensive language or make offensive, indecent, or 

inappropriate gestures.  

1.12 A cyclist shall not dispose of any waste, wrappers or litter along the Pedal Aussie 

Bicycle Tour course except in refuse bins.  

1.13 A cyclist shall provide reasonable assistance to any other cyclist involved in an accident 

while participating in the Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour. 

 1.14 Any medical or emergency evacuation costs incurred during the tour will be for the cost 

of the cyclist.  

1.15 Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour each cyclist attends, enters and/or participates in the event 

entirely at his/ her own risk.  

1.16 Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour each cyclist is obliged to strictly adhere to all applicable 

rules, directives, and instructions of the Pedal Aussie Bicycle Tour organisers. 

 1.17 Each cyclist must adhere to the appointed camping area allocated to the Pedal Aussie 

bicycle tour and if they choose to camp out of this area, they will incur all extra costs.  

 

 

Cyclist Signature:                                                                              Date 


